
NEXT LEVEL RACING® TRACTION PLUS 
MOTION PLATFORM
It’s more than just Traction loss

Breathtaking realism and performance, incredible 
immersion, superb technology, engineering and 
manufacturing.

The Traction Plus Motion Platform is truly a world class 
product designed to finally close that gap between the 
track/tarmac and simulation with a product and experience 
like no other motion simulator before it. The Traction Plus is 
incredibly more than just a rear traction loss system.

The Traction Plus moves the whole cockpit and delivers 
both understeer and oversteer (rear traction loss) in the 
most realistic way possible. The Traction Plus Motion 
Platform combined with the Next Level Racing® Motion 
Platform V3 provides ultimate feedback to the driver by 
delivering yaw, sway, understeer, traction loss, power slides, 
lateral force, longitudinal force, roll, pitch and partially heave. 

Yaw and pivot on the platform are combined to deliver turning e
ect to train 
smoother rudder operation and coordinated flight which is flight without sideslip. 
The pilot is able to feel traverse axis, lateral turbulence, side wind e
ects as well 
as crosswind landing. 

Di
erences between rear wheel drive, front wheel drive and all-wheel drive 
vehicles can be felt with the precise feedback through the Traction Plus platform

Comes with Next Level Racing® Platform Manager software specifically made for 
the V3 and Traction Plus platforms using telemetry data to give the most realistic 
and accurate profile cues with constant updates and titles being added as they 
are released

Compatible with Next Level Racing GTtrack Cockpit and combined with Motion 
Platform V3 provides incredible simulation experience

Same as the V3 Motion Platform, it’s designed for simple assembly and setup by 
end user

Traction Plus is backed by a 2-year consumer warranty

Manufactured completely in Europe 

Box 1- Front

Box 2- Center

Box 2- Rear

NLR Part No.

0667380785875

0667380785974

0737787153291

UPC Code

NLR-T001A

NLR-T001B

NLR-T001C

Box Weight

45kg or 99lbs

26kg or 57lbs

45kg or 99lbs

Box Dimensions

115 x 54.5 x 14 cm or 45 x 21.45 x 5.5 inches

115 x 54.5 x 14 cm or 45 x 21.45 x 5.5 inches

68 x 50 x 22.5 cm or 26 x 19 x 8.8 inches


